English

They Made a Difference

In English, the children will be analysing the text of ‘The
Highway Man’. This is a poem that tells a gruelling tale of the
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relationship between a lady named Bess and a rogue Highway
Man. The pair fall in love but many people are after the
Highway Man which causes troubles for their love. The children
will be writing a fiction and non-fiction piece about the
shocking events that occur between the characters which we
will uncover in more detail when we read it together as a class!

Value of the Term: Truth

Science
In Science, we will be looking further at electricity. Within this, we will
explore the effect of adding more batteries to a circuit on the
brightness of a bulb and the volume of a buzzer. The children will also
investigate how switches can be used in a circuit. Finally, they will also
use the scientific symbols to represent the parts of a circuit.

Learning to Learn Skill: Reflective

Thematic Curriculum (History and Geography)
This term, we will be continuing our topic focusing on
inspirational people. We will start this off by a visit from

Maths

Bristol’s mayor, who will talk to the children about the changes

This term, children will be focussing on arithmetic, as we

he has made in Bristol and how he came to be in this position.

will now do one lesson a week that solely focusses on

We hope this will inspire the children to realise they can make

these skills. The children will also be converting between

a difference. Additionally, Fairtrade fortnight will link into our
topic and we will look in more depth about how Fairtrade

units of measure and starting a new topic of algebra.

RE
The unit for this term is “What does the resurrection
mean to Christians?” We will be exploring different
Christian ideas about what the resurrection of Christ

impacts those around the world. We will end our topic with the

PSHE
This terms PSHE focus is Healthy
Me. This focuses on how to maintain a
healthy lifestyle.

means to them and to other religions.

French
This term, we will be finishing the topic of Ma Famille. After
this, we will learning numbers in French which will link to the
children talking about celebrations such as their birthdays.

Computing
In computing this term, we will be focusing on Media. We will
continue to embed our existing computing skills across the
curriculum.

children considering how they can make a difference.

Health and Well-being (Art, Music, Sport)
In sport, the children will develop their gymnastics skills.
They will also continue to develop fundamental movement
skills through the use of Real PE.

Hooks and Experiences
Term 4 will bring lots of exciting
experiences for the children! They will
enjoy an inspirational visit from the mayor
and a fun run, followed by World Book
Week and Science day!

In music, the children will be learning songs and music
from a range of countries (from South Africa to Israel)
will lead Y6 to think how music unites and can reflect
social change.
In art, the children will be learning about significant
artists and creating art in their style.

